2014 Accomplishments

In Service Ships

- **USS INDEPENDENCE (LCS 2)**
  - Completed Special Trials (ST)
  - RIMPAC 2014
  - Supporting Mission Package Testing

- **USS FORT WORTH (LCS 3)**
  - Completed Sea Frame and SUW MP IOT&E
  - Completed Total Ship Survivability Trials (TSST)
  - Deployed to Singapore in Nov 2014

- **USS CORONADO (LCS 4)**
  - Commissioned Apr 2014
  - Completed Final Contract Trials (FCT)
  - Began Post Shakedown Availability (PSA)
2014 Accomplishments

New Construction

- PCU MILWAUKEE (LCS 5)
  - PCU JACKSON (LCS 6)
  - PCU DETROIT (LCS 7)
  - PCU MONTGOMERY (LCS 8)
    - Christened in 2014

- PCU GABRIELLE GIFFORDS (LCS 10)
  - PCU SIOUX CITY (LCS 11)
    - Keel Laid

- LCS 9 – 16
  - Under Construction or in Pre-Production Phase

- LCS 17 – 20 funded Mar 2014
2015 Milestones

In Service

- Asian Pacific Deployment w/ SUW MP for USS FORT WORTH (LCS 3)
- MCM MP IOT&E on USS INDEPENDENCE (LCS 2)
- SUW MP IOT&E on USS CORONADO (LCS 4)
- Total Ship Survivability on USS CORONADO (LCS 4)

Construction

- Builders and Acceptance Trials on MILWAUKEE (LCS 5) and JACKSON (LCS 6)
- Launch and Christening on LITTLE ROCK (LCS 9) and GABRIELLE GIFFORDS (LCS 10)
- Lay Keel on OMAHA (LCS 12) and WICHITA (LCS 13)
- Ship Naming for CHARLESTON (LCS 18)
This Brief is provided for Information Only and does not constitute a commitment on behalf of the U.S. government to provide additional information and / or sale of the system.
Summary

• Our existing program of record is providing presence and capability our Sailors need now
• Changes have been implemented, design is mature
• Serial production is steady
• Testing is proving the LCS concept
Questions?